"Magnitude" is often confused with "intensity" but is not at all the same thing. "Intensity" is a measure of the actual effect of the shaking (on buildings and such) in some particular place on the Earth's surface. "Intensity" is usually given on a scale of I to XII Roman numerals 1 to 12. As you will see, there is only a partial relationship between the "magnitude" of an earthquake and its "intensity" where you happen to be at the time.
Details: Magnitude (often called "Richter magnitude") can be any number at all the scale is "open ended" and always has been. But the largest earthquakes on Earth are about magnitude 10 rocks are just not strong enough to make bigger ones. The largest events yet recorded on modern seismic instruments were the 1960 Chilean earthquake (magnitude 9.5) and the 1964 Alaskan earthquake (magnitude 9.2). In contrast, the gigantic meteor impact that may have led to the extinction of dinosaurs 65 million years ago (the Chicxulub, Mexico, impact) yielded energy roughly equivalent to a magnitude 14 earthquake, if such could exist! This rough estimate, made by Doctors Chael and Boslough of Sandia National Laboratories, is for a 6-mile diameter lump of rock hitting the Earth at a speed of about 45,000 mph (ouch!).
The small end of the magnitude scale is populated by many very small types of tremors even your footsteps cause tiny "earthquakes". For example, a 50-pound child jumping from a one-foot high step and landing on his or her feet would create an "earthquake" of about magnitude -2 (minus two). The smallest natural earthquakes we normally record with our seismographs are about magnitude +1, but still smaller ones are happening all the time. The smallest earthquakes you can feel in most places are usually about magnitude +3.
Even More Details:
The magnitude scale is "logarithmic" or "geometric", which means that adding one unit to the magnitude multiplies the shaking by some amount, no matter where on the scale one is looking. The shaking that affects small buildings (like many homes) roughly doubles for each magnitude unit. The shaking that affects high rises (which sway more slowly) increases about three times per magnitude unit (Figure 1 ). It turns out that the energy radiated by the earthquake is about 30 times bigger for each increase of one magnitude unit. In larger earthquakes, much of this increased energy comes as longer shaking, rather than harder shaking.
The intent of magnitude scales (there are many flavors) has always been to provide a single, reliable estimate of an earthquake's true size on the fault plane. These "flavors" are the many different ways the scales have been defined over the years. The original definition of magnitude by Professor Charles Richter was very limited, based on the record made by a particular type of seismograph at a particular distance from the earthquake, and then only for southern California.
Each of the definitions of earthquake magnitude has good points and bad points. The most uniform definition now used is called the "moment magnitude" (the Chilean and Alaskan values we gave are their moment magnitudes; Figure 1 uses moment magnitudes too). Moment magnitude is based, to no one's surprise, on the earthquake's "moment" the distance that the rocks slip past each other across the fault plane times the size of the fault plane patch that slips times the strength of the rocks. The moment magnitude of the 1906 San Francisco, California, earthquake was 7.7; that of the 1989 Loma Prieta, California, earthquake was 6.9 ( Figure 2 shows the epicenters of the California earthquakes mentioned in this handout). The disadvantage of this measure of magnitude is that it is harder to compute.
Other forms of the magnitude scale tend to "saturate" at larger values, to stop getting higher as the earthquakes get bigger than some size. Because of this "saturation" of most types of magnitude scales, great earthquakes may be bigger than first reports say. Wessel and Smith (1991) using data from Ellsworth (1990) and other sources.
Earthquake waves spread out and dissipate as they move away from the earthquake's "focus". So shaking also depends on how far away you are from that focus.
Details: Spreading out of the waves just thins their strength, spreading the same amount of shaking energy over a wider area. The dissipation (fading out) is called "attenuation", and happens because the earthquake waves slowly turn into a small amount of heat in the rocks. The rocks are not perfect "springs" and just slowly consume the energy of the earthquake waves. (Any spring eventually stops shaking for the same reason.)
Attenuation is lower in the eastern United States than in California. Even though large earthquakes happen less often in the east, they are felt over even greater distances than in California.
Also, since most California faults usually slip at several miles depth, your distance from the earthquake "focus" generally is larger than your distance from the fault at the Earth's surface. In rare cases, your distance from the focus can be less than your distance from the fault on the Earth's surface. (Most folks think of "the fault" as the place where the fault surface reaches the Earth's surface. But seismologists think of faults as a surface within the Earth, sometimes a complexly shaped surface. Indeed, not all faults reach the surface at all, as was probably the case with 1994 Northridge, California, earthquake (moment magnitude 6.7).) Larger earthquakes break larger patches of the fault surface, often right up to the Earth's surface where we can see the broken ground. Your distance from the nearest broken part may control the shaking you actually feel.
The type of ground you are on makes a big difference too. Soft ground, like valley sediments the thick layer of dirt most of us live on shake more strongly than rocks. The model shows part of the reason for this difference in ground shaking.
With the help of a grownup, make an earthquake by pulling the pin out with the cord. Watch the "valley" (sediments) shake more strongly than the "mountains" (hard rocks). Instructions are on page 11. Details: Soft ground is like a weak spring and rocks are like stronger springs. In fact the ground and rocks are "elastic" just like springs, though they don't squeeze, stretch, or twist nearly as easily as most springs you see. Earthquake waves are just elastic vibrations in the rocks and ground, similar to the vibrations that can happen in springs and similar to the sound waves that you talk with.
The model uses weak springs to imitate the thick layer of sediment beneath most flatlands, like the valleys of the San Francisco Bay Area and southern California. The strong springs represent rocks in the neighboring mountains. The youngest sediments are usually the weakest ones and usually are found in the lowest part of the flatlands (under water, along shorelines, along streams or rivers, and so on).
What you are doing when an earthquake conies has a big effect on whether you feel it. On the other hand, if you are resting in bed you can often feel very small earthquakes, even below magnitude 3.
And if the earthquake focus is very far away, but the magnitude is large, you may not sense shaking at all but instead just feel sea sick. A slow rolling motion can affect people at great distances from the earthquake focus.
A short, useful lesson in seismology: Two main groups of earthquake waves result from nearby fault breaks. They are called "P" waves and "S" waves. "P" means "primary", because they travel faster and arrive sooner. "S" means "secondary", but they carry about 90% of the shaking energy. (For smaller earthquakes, people sometimes feel only the S wave because the P wave is so much weaker.) So, if the P waves are strong enough to be scary, you usually have a few seconds to find a safe place to hide (less if you are close to the fault break, more if further out). The best thing to do, if you are inside, is to get under a strong 
Details:
The natural swaying rate of the structure you are in (or on, in the case of a bridge), along with other aspects of the structure's design, combine with the many factors affecting the amount of earthquake shaking of different rates (frequencies) at your location to amplify or mute that shaking. The actual shaking of structures is described approximately by a "response spectrum" the response of simple, lightly damped structures to the actual ground motion.
(Your car is "lightly damped" when it badly needs new shock absorbers.) The large swaying distances common for tall buildings, and no doubt one's distance from the ground, can amplify the perception of shaking, over and above real structural-amplification effects.
The rocks on either side of a fault rub past each other for a short distance during an earthquake (by inches to as much as yards). But the place where this breaking happens usually starts in one spot on the fault and moves out from there, sometimes for miles along the fault surface (Figures 3 and 4) . It can happen that the fault breaks near one end first so that the break moves out along the fault mostly in one direction. This happened in the 1992 Landers, California, earthquake, which broke from south to north (Figure 4) Wald et al. (1991) , Wald (1992) , and Wald and Heaton (1994a,b) Wald and Heaton (1994) .
The shape of bedrock beneath a valley ( Figure 5 ) changes how the earthquake waves echo back and forth in the soft sediment and can concentrate shaking in some places. This effect is very complicated and also depends on where the fault is and how the break moves along the fault surface. This "echoing thunder" can give one neighborhood a very bad ride while mostly sparing nearby areas. Woodford et al. (1954) .
Make Some Earthquakes!
The model shows what happens to earthquake waves when they get into soft ground, like the sediment filling many valleys and lowlands.
The thin springs on the left are weak like the weaker sediment, while the thick springs on the right are stronger like the rocks in nearby hills (and beneath the sediment). The platform on the left, supported by the weak springs, will shake more than the one on thick, strong springs. Shaking in valleys is likely to be stronger than in neighboring hills, if other things are equal (hills do have other problems, like landslides).
There are two ways to use this model. (I) gives you a pair of seismograms to take home; (II) makes the bones bark. (I) works every time, but (II) is inconsistent. Instructions:
I.
(1) Push back the board with the lead weights on it and put in the longer of the two pins (the one to your right). The cord end of the pin purple fits into a small groove on the back of the angle iron that holds the green spring. Be careful not to get it into the larger hole just below that groove! The other end of the pin red fits into the dimple in the steel plate on the front edge of the moving board, below the red tape. (2) Keep small hands clear of everything but the cord's handle. Fingers can get pinched. (3) When all shaking has settled down, lower the "seismograph" pens onto fresh yellow Post-it's to make records of how large the shaking is on each platform. (4) Pull out the pin by pulling the cord firmly to the right. This is the appropriate part for children to do.
(5) Peel off the seismograms and paste them into your handout on the next page.
II.
If you use the shorter pin to make a smaller earthquake, the dog bone on the left usually barks and the one on the right (on the "rocks") usually does not bark. This method does not work as reliably, because the bones are very simple and not very consistent in their response to shaking. Follow the instructions in (I), but put in the short (left) pin and turn on both bones. Hint: Let the shaking and barking settle down all the way. Wait 10 seconds longer, and then pull gently to the left until the pin pops out. Lastly, please turn off the bones!
